
Handyline Service 01209 200200    08082 027728

As a Coastline customer you have responsibilities towards your property that are part of your tenancy 
agreement. These include:

l  Adjusting or replacing doors when you fit or remove carpets

l  Anything to do with your own TV aerials and telephone installations

l  Replacing fuses, plugs and light bulbs

l  Replacing toilet seats

l  Replacing any plugs and chains in your bathroom or kitchen

l  Clearing blocked waste pipes, toilets, drains and gullies

l  Replacing broken or cracked panes of glass

l  Maintaining timber garden sheds and keeping your garden tidy

l  Maintaining the inside of the property in a reasonable decorative order

Most of these smaller jobs can be completed through our 
Handyline service alongside other jobs like fitting and 
adjusting internal doors, fitting skirting, fitting kitchen 
work tops, wiring up cookers, plug sockets, fan 
heaters and light fittings, erecting shelves and wall 
brackets, fitting TVs onto wall units, flat pack units, 
washing machine plumbing in, putting up curtain 
rails, hanging pictures and mirrors and more…

please note the removal of garden waste is not included 
under Handyline; however, if you supply the green 
waste bags, the operatives will fill for you, if time 
permits.

To use the Handyline service please call us on the 
numbers above. Our Maintenance Service Advisors will 
talk you through the process and cost.   We then accept 
payment for the work which will be given up to 30 
days to be completed. This is not a service for urgent 
work.  The work will be carried out by Coastline Services 
staff (the staff you would see on responsive repair work 
around your home). Remember to always ask for 
ID when any tradesperson comes to your home. All 
Coastline staff carry ID cards and must show on arrival.



This service can take 
care of your bigger jobs 
around the home and 
garden.
How does it work?
If you need a bigger job completed, 
that the Handyline Service can’t cover 
(for example, decorating, painting or 
an overgrown garden), this could be 
for you! Give us a ring with details on 
01209 200200 or 08082 027728. We 
will then arrange a visit, cost the job 
and offer you a competitive quote. As 
with any service you are arranging, we 
recommend you get other quotes so you 
can see how we compare for value.

The details:

This is an extended service which will 
be costed on the amount of work 
required, not on an hourly rate like our 
Handyline scheme.

Coastline Plus is an extension of the 
good quality maintenance service 
already carried out by Coastline 
Housing and Coastline Services. 
Remember – you have responsibilities 
to keep your home and garden in good 
order, and this scheme could help you 
with jobs you might struggle with. The 
work will be carried out by a skilled, 
reliable and trustworthy workforce.

If you need some help, please do get in 
touch to take advantage of our ‘help’ 
schemes!

Coastline Plus…  
the name for an additional  
service as decided by the  
Handyline Action Team


